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W B Yeats A Vision
While working on a facsimile edition and transcription of W. B. Yeats's surviving early manuscripts, renowned Yeats scholar George
Bornstein made a thrilling literary discovery: thirty-eight unpublished poems written between the poet's late teens and late twenties. These
works span the crucial years during which the poet "remade himself from the unknown and insecure young student Willie Yeats to the more
public literary, cultural, and even political figure W. B. Yeats whom we know today." "Here is a poetry marked by a rich, exuberant, awk-ward,
soaring sense of potential, bracingly youthful in its promise and its clumsiness, in its moments of startling beauty and irrepressible excess,"
says Brendan Kennelly. And the Yeats in these pages is already experimenting with those themes with which his readers will become
intimate: his stake in Irish nationalism; his profound love for Maud Gonne; his intense fascination with the esoteric and the spiritual. With
Bornstein's help, one can trace Yeats's process of self-discovery through constant revision and personal reassessment, as he develops from
the innocent and derivative lyricist of the early 1880s to the passionate and original poet/philosopher of the 1890s. Reading-texts of over two
dozen of these poems appear here for the first time, together with those previously available only in specialized literary journals or
monographs. Bornstein has assembled all thirty-eight under the title Yeats had once planned to give his first volume of collected poems.
Under the Moon is essential reading for anyone interested in modern poetry.
"Keynote This new annotated edition of Yeats's indispensable, lifelong work of philosophy, A Vision (1937), is a revised explanation of the
poet's greatest occult work"-W. B. Yeats is one of the most important writers in English of the twentieth century, and the system of A Vision is generally recognized as
fundamental to the power and achievement of his later poetry. Yet this strange mixture of esoteric geometry, lunar symbolism, and sweeping
generalization has proven frustrating to generations of readers, who have found it obscure in both matter and presentation. This book helps
readers to approach and understand the origins, structure, and implications of the system. Concentrating on the 1937 revised edition of A
Vision, the treatment is divided into major topic areas with several levels: a general introduction to each topic; a fuller and deeper examination
of that topic, drawing on A Vision's two versions and the manuscript background, and forming the bulk of each chapter; an examination of
how the topic manifests in Yeats's literary work; full notes to explore conceptual and textual problems. The first three chapters examine the
background and origins of A Vision; the central seven chapters look at the major elements involved in the system; the following four at the
major processes of life and history. The main treatment ends with a summary and conclusion, and is supplemented by a glossary of terms
and appendices.
The Collected Works of W. B. Yeats, Volume II: The Plays is part of a fourteen-volume series under the general editorship of eminent Yeats
scholars Richard J. Finneran and George Mills Harper. This complete edition includes virtually all of the Nobel laureate's published work, in
authoritative texts and with extensive explanatory notes. The Plays, edited by David R. Clark and Rosalind E. Clark, is the first-ever complete
collection of Yeats's plays that honors the order in which the plays first appeared. It provides the latest and most accurate texts in Yeats's
lifetime, as well as extensive editorial notes and emendations. Though best known as one of the most important poets of the twentieth
century, from the beginning of his career William Butler Yeats understood the value of his plays and his poetry to be the same. In 1923, when
he accepted the Nobel Prize for Literature, Yeats suggested that "perhaps the English committees would never have sent you my name if I
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had written no plays...if my lyric poetry had not a quality of speech practiced on the stage." Indeed, Yeats's great achievement in poetry
should not be allowed to obscure his impressive and innovative accomplishments as a dramatist. In The Plays, David and Rosalind Clark
have restored the plays to the final order in which Yeats planned for them to be published. This volume opens with Yeats's introduction for an
unpublished Scribner collection and encompasses all of his dramatic work, from The Countess Cathleen to The Death of Cuchulain. The
Plays enables readers to see clearly, for the first time, the ways in which Yeats's very different dramatic forms evolved over the course of his
life, and to appreciate fully the importance of drama in the oeuvre of this greatest of modern poets.
Yeats, Philosophy, and the Occult is a collection of essays examining the thought of the Irish poet W. B. Yeats and particularly his
philosophical reading and explorations of older systems of thought, where philosophy, mysticism, and the supernatural blend. It opens with a
broad survey of the current state of Yeats scholarship, which also includes an examination of Yeats's poetic practice through a manuscript of
the original core of a poem that became a work of philosophical thought and occult lore, "The Phases of the Moon. " The following essay
examines an area where spiritualism, eugenic theory, and criminology cross paths in the writings of Cesare Lombroso, and Yeats's response
to his work. The third paper considers Yeats's debts to the East, especially Buddhist and Hindu thought, while the fourth looks at his ideas
about the dream-state, the nature of reality, and contact with the dead. The fifth essay explores Yeats's understanding of the concept of the
Great Year from classical astronomy and philosophy, and its role in the system of his work A Vision, and the sixth paper studies that work's
theory of "contemporaneous periods" affecting each other across history in the light of Oswald Spengler's The Decline of the West. The
seventh essay evaluates Yeats's reading of Berkeley and his critics' appreciation (or lack of it) of how he responds to Berkeley's idealism.
The book as a whole explores how Yeats's mind and thought relate to his poetry, drama, and prose, and how his reading informs all of them.
According to Yeats, his wife surprised him on 24 October 1917, four days after their marriage, “by attempting automatic writing.” Excited, he
offered to spend the remainder of his life organizing and explaining the “scattered sentences.” Over a period of approximately 30 months
they collaborated in 450 sittings, he asking questions, she responding to fill a total of more than 3,600 pages. Quoting copiously from the
Script, Harper has traced in two volumes these incredible experiments day by day as the Yeatses moved about England, Ireland, and
America. He has also cited hundreds of parallel explanatory passages from many workbooks, notebooks, and the concordance arranged like
a card index in which Yeats codified the System he projected in A Vision and numerous poems and plays. Harper also has examined the
extensive personal revelations that were excluded from A Vision and carefully concealed in many passages of “personal Script.” As
Professor Harper demonstrates, Yeats had these often oblique, highly allusive passages in mind when he admitted “To Vestigia” that he had
“not even dealt with the whole of my subject, perhaps not even with what is most important, writing nothing about the Beatific Vision, little of
sexual love.”
In this book, William Irwin Thompson explores the nature of myth. Acknowledging the persuasive power of myth to create and inform culture,
he weaves the human ability to create life with and communicate through symbols with myths based on male and female forms of power.

W. B. Yeats's "A Vision": Explications and Contexts' is the first volume of essays devoted to 'A Vision' and the associated
system developed by W. B. Yeats and his wife, George. 'A Vision' is all-encompassing in its stated aims and scope, and
it invites a wide range of approaches-as demonstrated in the essays collected here, written by the foremost scholars in
the field. The first six essays present explications of broader themes in 'A Vision' itself: the system's general principles;
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incarnate life and the Faculties; discarnate life and the Principles; how Yeats relates his own work to other philosophical
approaches; and his consideration of the historical process. A further three essays include an examination of the elusive
'Thirteenth Cone', a consideration of astrological features in the automatic script, and a view of the poetry within 'A
Vision'. The final five essays look at contextual themes, whether of collaboration and influence-between husband, wife,
and spirits, or with another poet-or the gender perspective within these interrelations, the historical context of GoldenDawn occultism or the broader political context of fascism in the 1920s and 1930s. Throughout, the different contributors
take a variety of stances with regard to texts and the automatic script. This is an important contribution to Yeats
scholarship in general and a landmark in studies of 'A Vision'.
Yeats’s Mask, Yeats Annual No. 19 is a special issue in this renowned research-level series. Fashionable in the age of
Wilde, the Mask changes shape until it emerges as Mask in the system of A Vision. Chronologically tracing the concept
through Yeats’s plays and those poems written as ‘texts for exposition’ of his occult thought which flowers in A Vision
itself (1925 and 1937), the volume also spotlights ‘The Mask before The Mask’ numerous plays including Cathleen NiHoulihan, The King’s Threshold, Calvary, The Words upon the Window-pane, A Full Moon in March and The Death of
Cuchulain. There are excurses into studies of Yeats’s friendship with the Oxford don and cleric, William Force Stead, his
radio broadcasts, the Chinese contexts for his writing of ‘Lapis Lazuli’. His self-renewal after The Oxford Book of
Modern Verse, and the key occult epistolary exchange ‘Leo Africanus’, edited from MSS by Steve L. Adams and
George Mills Harper, is republished from the elusive Yeats Annual No. 1 (1982). The essays are by David Bradshaw,
Michael Cade-Stewart, Aisling Carlin, Warwick Gould, Margaret Mills Harper, Pierre Longuenesse, Jerusha McCormack,
Neil Mann, Emilie Morin, Elizabeth Müller and Alexandra Poulain, with shorter notes by Philip Bishop and Colin Smythe
considering Yeats’s quatrain upon remaking himself and the pirate editions of The Land of Heart’s Desire. Ten reviews
focus on various volumes of the Cornell Yeats MSS Series, his correspondence with George Yeats, and numerous
critical studies. Yeats Annual is published by Open Book Publishers in association with the Institute of English Studies,
University of London.
William Butter Yeats, who some critics feel was the greatest English language poet of our century, led a life of many
contradictions. He was Ireland's most revered writer and won the Nobel Prize for Literature. But in his private life, Yeats
struggled with passionate, if unrequited, relationships with women and was haunted by the spirits of his ancestors.
Renowned biographer Brenda Maddox examines the poet's life through the prism of his personal obsession with the
supernatural and otherworldly. She considers for the first time the Automatic Script, the trancelike communication with
supposed spirits that he and his much younger wife. Georgie, conducted during the early years of their marriage. Writing
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with edge, wit, and energy, she finds the essential clues to Yeats's life and work in his unusual relationships with women,
most particularly Maude and Iseult Gonne, his wife Georgie, and his rarely discussed mother.
The Great Wheel is an explanation of the System of birth, death, and rebirth which Nobel laureate William Butler Yeats?
described in his masterpiece, A Vision.
Recounts the life of the Irish poet and nationalist, describes his relationships with his contemporaries, and traces his
interest in the occult.
A collectible new Penguin Classics series: stunning, clothbound editions of ten favourite poets, which present each poet's
most famous book of verse as it was originally published. Designed by the acclaimed Coralie Bickford-Smith and
beautifully set, these slim, A format volumes are the ultimate gift editions for poetry lovers. The Tower was W. B. Yeats's
first major collection of poetry as Nobel Laureate after the receiving the Nobel Prize in 1923. It is considered to be one of
his most influential collections. The title refers to Thoor Ballylee Castle, a Norman tower that Yeats purchased in 1917
and later restored. The Tower includes some of his greatest and most innovative poems including 'Sailing to Byzantium',
a lyrical meditation on man's disillusionment with the physical world; 'Leda and the Swan', a violent and graphic take on
the Greek myth of Leda and Zeus and 'Among School Children', a poetic contemplation of life, love and the creative
process.
The third volume of a three volume edition of the collected papers and notebooks which comprise the "automatic writing"
of W.B.Yeats. The material presented here is taken from the writings known as "the sleep and dreams" notebooks, the
"vision" notebooks one and two and from Yeats' card files.
The Wild Swans at Coole by William Butler Yeats, first published in 1919, is a rare manuscript, the original residing in one
of the great libraries of the world. This book is a reproduction of that original, which has been scanned and cleaned by
state-of-the-art publishing tools for better readability and enhanced appreciation. Restoration Editors' mission is to bring
long out of print manuscripts back to life. Some smudges, annotations or unclear text may still exist, due to permanent
damage to the original work. We believe the literary significance of the text justifies offering this reproduction, allowing a
new generation to appreciate it.
The Collected Works of W. B. Yeats, Volume X: Later Articles and Reviews is part of a fourteen-volume series under the
general editorship of eminent Yeats scholars Richard J. Finneran and George Mills Harper. This first complete edition
includes virtually all of the Nobel laureate's published work, in authoritative texts and with extensive explanatory notes.
Later Articles and Reviews consists of fifty-four prose pieces published between 1900 and Yeats's death in January 1939
and benefits from the notes and emendations of Yeats scholar Colton Johnson. The pieces collected here are
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occasional, and they reflect the many interests and engagements of Yeats in his maturity. No longer a reviewer or
polemicist, Yeats is an international figure: a senator in the fledgling Irish state, a defining modern poet, a distinguished
essayist. And here we have him writing -- with grace, wit, and passion -- on the state of Ireland in the world, on Irish
language and Irish literature, on his artistic contemporaries, on the Abbey Theater, on divorce, on censorship, on his
evolution as a poet and dramatist, on his own poetry. Volume X also includes texts of ten radio programs Yeats
broadcast between 1931 and 1937. This is not only the first collection but also the first printing of Yeats's radio work,
which constitutes the largest previously uncollected body of his writings and possibly the most important to remain largely
unstudied. Carefully assembled from manuscripts, typescripts, broadcast scripts, and fragmentary recordings, the
programs range from a scripted interview on contemporary issues to elaborate stagings of his own and others' poetry.
One of the radio programs is presented in an appendix complete with the commissioned musical score that set Yeats's
poetry to music, Yeats's own emendations on the BBC broadcast script, and the diacritical notes with which the
broadcast reader indicated Yeats's interpretive instructions. Here, then, is seasoned Yeats, writing and speaking
vigorously and with keen personal insight about the modern age and his place in it.
The Collected Works of W.B. Yeats Volume XIII: A VisionThe Original 1925 VersionSimon and Schuster
W. B. Yeats's "A Vision": Explications and Contexts' is the first volume of essays devoted to 'A Vision' and the associated
system developed by W. B. Yeats and his wife, George. 'A Vision' is all-encompassing in its stated aims and scope, and
it invites a wide range of approaches-asdemonstrated in the essays collected here, written by the foremost scholars in
the field. The first six essays present explications of broader themes in 'A Vision' itself: the system's general principles;
incarnate life and the Faculties; discarnate life and the Principles; how Yeats relates his own work to other philosophical
approaches; and his consideration of the historical process.A further three essays include an examination of the elusive
'Thirteenth Cone', a consideration of astrological features in the automatic script, and a view of the poetry within 'A
Vision'. The final five essays look at contextual themes, whether of collaboration and influence-between husband,
wife,and spirits, or with another poet-or the gender perspective within these interrelations, the historical context of GoldenDawn occultism or the broader political context of fascism in the 1920s and 1930s. Throughout, the different contributors
take a variety of stances with regard to texts and theautomatic script. This is an important contribution to Yeats
scholarship in general and a landmark in studies of 'A Vision'.
Collects all of the Nobel laureate's published work and includes additional notes and criticisms.
“The book helps fill in the picture of a complex and fascinating man...indispensable for the serious study of the
subject.”—Edmund Wilson, The New Yorker The most influential poet of his age, Yeats eluded the grasp of many who
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sought to explain him. In this classic critical examination of the poet, Richard Ellmann strips away the masks of his
subject: occultist, senator of the Irish Free State, libidinous old man, and Nobel Prize winner.
"The Trembling of the Veil" by W. B. Yeats. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered
gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
How modernist writers experienced the Louvre, the British Museum, and the Museum of Natural History-and how these museums influenced
their writing
Presents an examination of lyric form in the poetry of W. B. Yeats.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This
work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction
of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Contents: a packet for Ezra Pound; stories of Michael Robartes and his friends: an extract from a record made by his pupils; phases of moon;
great wheel; completed symbol; soul in judgment; great year of ancients; dove or swan; all soul's night, an epilogue. With many figures and
illustrations.
Autobiographies is made up of six autobiographical works that Yeats published in the mid 1930s. Together, they provide a fascinating insight
into the first 58 years of his life. The work provides memories of his early childhood, through to his experience of winning the Nobel Prize for
Literature. The volume contains explanatory notes and previously unpublished passages from candidly explicit first drafts.
Poetry.
This book evaluates the parallels, divergences, and convergences in the literary legacies of Rudyard Kipling and William Butler Yeats.
Coming 150 years after their birth, the volume sheds light on the conversational undercurrents that pull together the often diametrically polar
worldviews of these two seminal figures of the English literary canon. Contextualizing their texts to the larger milieu that Kipling and Yeats
lived in and contributed to, the book investigates a range of aesthetic and perceptual similarities – from cultures of violence to notions of
masculinity, from creative debts to Shakespeare to responses to British imperialism and industrial modernity – to establish the perceptible
consonance of their works. Kipling and Yeats are known to have never corresponded, but the chapters collected here show evidence of the
influence that their acute awareness of each other’s work and thought may have had. Offering fresh perspectives which make Kipling’s and
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Yeats’s diverse texts, contexts, and legacies contemporarily relevant, this volume will be of great interest to scholars and researchers of
literature, critical theory, postcolonial studies, cultural studies, and comparative literature.
'Things Fall Apart' tells the story of Okonkwo, an important man in the Igbo tribe in the days when white men were first on the scene.
Okonkwo becomes exiled from his tribe, as a result of his pride and his fears, with tragic consequences.
This authoritative edition was first published in the acclaimed Oxford Authors series under the general editorship of Frank Kermode. It brings
together a unique combination of Yeats's poetry and prose - all the major poems, complemented by plays, critical writings, and letters - to
give the essence of his work and thinking. W. B. Yeats was born in 1865, only 38 years after the death of William Blake, and died in 1939, the
contemporary of Ezra Pound and James Joyce. His career crossed two centuries, and this volume represents the full range of his
achievement, from the Romantic early poems of Crossways and the symbolist masterpiece The Wind Among the Reeds to his last poems.
Myth and folk-tale influence both his poems and his plays, represented here by Cathleen ni Houlihan and Deirdre among others. The
importance of the spirit world to his life and work is evident in his critical essays and occult writings, and the anthology also contains political
speeches, autobiographical writings, and a selection of his letters. This one-volume collection of poems and prose offers a unique perspective
on the connectedness of Yeats's literary output, showing how his aesthetic, spiritual, and political development was reflected in everything he
wrote.
Unlocking the Poetry of W.B. Yeats undertakes a thorough re-reading of Yeats' oeuvre as an extended meditation on the image and theme of
the heart as it is evident within the poetry. It places the heart at the centre of a complex web of Yeatsian preoccupations and
associations—from the biographical, to the poetic and philosophical, to the mythological and mystical. In particular, the book seeks to unlock
Yeats’ mystifying aesthetic vision via his understanding of the ancient Egyptian "Weighing of the Heart" ceremony. The work provides a
chronological narrative arc that looks to use the theme of the heart as it recurs in the poetry in order to circumvent and overcome more
established frameworks. Its purpose is to offer refreshing ways of conceptualizing and building alternatives to more deeply entrenched, but
not entirely satisfactory arguments that have been offered since Yeats' death in 1939, while demonstrating the centrality of the occult to
Yeats' art.
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